
Rapid increases in the amount of data being collected by organizations led to growing demand for ways to access and gain insight from 
the telemetry data generated by applications including SAP. The ability to consolidate, correlate and analyze the increasing amount of 
available telemetry data, and the ability to report on and visualize it, have also helped to fuel this demand. Access to high-value SAP 
telemetry data is complex and costly to achieve considering the implementation cost of solutions like SAP Solution Manager and the fact 
that SAP aggregates and purges telemetry data as per default – leading to a loss of fidelity in data. 

Industry trends

Benefits
Discover how your organization can derive value and insight from telemetry data using SAP PowerConnect for Splunk on AWS.

Challenges
Many companies face hurdles when trying to get the desired amount of insight into their SAP telemetry data that require significant 
investment. They also struggle with limited fidelity and lack of historic data because SAP purges or aggregates telemetry data by default 
or limits options to correlate SAP and non-SAP data. Other obstacles to success with SAP include limited visualization capabilities with 
their toolsets, the lack of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) deployment options, and significant effort required to extend the solution.

BNW Consulting is an AWS Partner Network (APN) Advanced Consulting Partner.

Gain SAP telemetry data insights now 
with SAP PowerConnect
Rapidly consolidate and correlate SAP operational, performance, 
and business metrics using Splunk

Get started

Access telemetry data in real-time 
PowerConnect for Splunk provides access 
to high-fidelity real-time and historic SAP 
telemetry data.

Customize data extraction to fit 
your needs 
Extract performance, log, user activity, 
security, and business SAP data, based 
on your organization’s requirements.

Monitor operations proactively 
Leverage the SAP information in SAP 
PowerConnect for Splunk across your design, 
development, production, and test lifecycles.

Free pilot project 
Run a free pilot project on your less 
critical non-production or sandbox 
SAP systems.

https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=0010L00001kW0R9QAK&source=Solution%20Space


About AWS: For 10 years, Amazon Web Services has been the world’s most comprehensive and broadly 
adopted cloud platform. AWS offers over 100 services for compute, storage, databases, analytics, mobile, 
Internet of Things (IoT) and enterprise applications from 49 Availability Zones (AZs) across 18 geographic 
regions in the United States, Canada, Europe, Asia, Australia and South America. AWS services are trusted 
by more than a million active customers around the world – including the fastest growing startups, largest 
enterprises, and leading government agencies – to power their infrastructure, make them more agile,  
and lower costs. To learn more about AWS, visit http://aws.amazon.com.
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BNW Consulting solutions are built for rapid delivery and complete product lifecycle support. SAP PowerConnect for Splunk on 
AWS delivers data insights as fast as your business grows, and can be deployed in hours. Learn more at powerconnect4.com.

Learn more

Getting started

This Solution Space offering has been developed to enable your organization to gain access to real-time 
and historic telemetry data. These platforms support various SAP applications such as ERP, BW, SRM, 
CRM, and also provide usage types for analytics and integration. 

SAP PowerConnect is the only SAP-certified SAP-to-Splunk connector on the market, deploys in hours, 
and extracts performance, log, user activity, security, and business data. Deploy using your own Splunk 
instance or BNW Consulting’s SaaS model. The solution can be easily adapted to collect any metric 
using the function module. SAP PowerConnect is written in NetWeaver’s native language and runs on 
all NetWeaver-based applications from 7.0 to 7.5, as well as S/4 HANA 1610, and is rapidly deployed 
in hours using standard SAP deployment tools. Data can be either sent to Splunk indexers or heavy 
forwarders via HTTS/S or REST API. 

Solution overview

SAP on AWS Solution Space

BNW Consulting: SAP PowerConnect

BNW Consulting’s SAP PowerConnect for Splunk on AWS is a ready-to-use, cloud-based and extensible solution that enables SAP 
customers to get high-fidelity, real-time and historic telemetry data ingested and visualized in Splunk. Get started with a 60-day trial license 
and discover the benefits of the only SAP-to-Splunk connector on the market that has been certified by SAP, and experience the full set of 
pre-built queries, panels, and dashboards.

This offering differs from SAP Solution Manager and other products which purge or aggregate telemetry data, by default. SAP 
PowerConnect provides access to both real-time and historic high-fidelity telemetry data insights ready for visualization in Splunk. SAP 
PowerConnect comes with pre-built queries, panels, and dashboards” that offer unique and valuable insight into your SAP solution from 
day one, and BNW Consulting experts will guide you through deployment and operations to get you up and running and enable your 
organization to maintain the solution self-sufficiently.

Solution Space
Discover consulting and managed services offers that can help you achieve your business goals with scalable solutions from APN Consulting 
Partners that have validated their SAP consultation capabilities with Solution Space—a new Amazon Web Services (AWS) property.

Visit here for more information.

How BNW Consulting SAP PowerConnect for Splunk works on AWS

https://aws.amazon.com/
http://www.powerconnect4.com
https://aws.amazon.com/solutionspace/solutions/bnw-sap-powerconnect-for-splunk-on-aws/
https://aws.amazon.com/solutionspace/sap/

